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Abstract: This paper explores the impact of aggregating Asian nationality groups within the United States on the dissimilarity index, a commonly used measure of distributional unevenness and segregation within ethnic geography and demography. Most use of the index combines all Asian groups together when comparing their level of segregation within the USA to other minority groups, such as blacks and Hispanics. The article argues that this aggregating convention is deeply problematic. I make this argument in part by comparing an aggregated and four disaggregated Asian groups (Korean, Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino) through five quantitative, empirical explorations using US Census data: 1) temporal trends since 1970; 2) the role of different areal units, disaggregated by spatial scale; 3) variation of dissimilarity-index values by both regional size and percentage of minority group; 4) regression analysis of various independent variables that contribute to variation in dissimilarity-index values; and 5) mapping the variation of these values by US state. In addition, I demonstrate that, because of the phenomenon of ecological correlation, an aggregated Asian-dissimilarity-index value will almost always misrepresent the values of the individual, disaggregated Asian groups.
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1. Introduction

Much social science research on the USA combines people with ancestry from all Asian nationalities together as a single group. When the issue involves Asians as objects of non-Asian action, this decision makes a certain kind of sense. In particular, American society’s racializing actions frequently erase distinctions between Asian groups. However, when Asian people are active subjects, national ancestral background may be much more important. The groups have quite different immigration histories; carry diverse cultural, linguistic, political, and religious heritage; and typically retain strong national identity, usually over and above any broad Asian American racial/ethnic identity. Analyses on related topics may obscure as much as they illuminate if they combine Asians into a single category. This distinction between Asian Americans as objects and subjects is often blurry, however (Aspinall, 2003; 2005). Many issues of ethnicity involve a complex mix of self- and socially-assigned identity. As Aspinall (2009) argues, the scholar’s task is finding an appropriate tradeoff between the validity provided by fine ethnic granularity, and the utility offered by courser aggregation.
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The present research focuses narrowly on one way in which Asian Americans are arguably both subjects and objects. This is the geographical issue of residential patterns (Wang, 2011). Yet stated thusly, the issue is still too large. To be more specific, I focus on a single measure to discuss ethnic residential geography, one commonly used within demographic research: the Dissimilarity Index. Scholars of segregation, primarily, use this index. Though not without nuance at times, the literature most frequently implies that the index measures society’s discrimination toward minority groups rather than reflects group members’ choices. In other words, most use of the index treats Asian Americans as objects rather than subjects. Unsurprisingly, then, research typically aggregates Asian groups together rather than disaggregating by nationality. Is aggregation actually the best choice? While qualitative judgment is also relevant, this article seeks answers primarily through quantitative explorations of the index itself. It thereby builds on the issue of ethnic aggregation raised in demographic research by the geographer Pablo Mateos (Mateos et al., 2009; see also Mateos, 2011).

Leading to the conclusion that researchers should disaggregate Asian Americans more often, the paper first introduces the dissimilarity index and specifies its common (mostly aggregating) usage. Next I briefly review the differing historical geographies of the four Asian American nationality groups this research focuses on (see also White et al., 2003). The article’s largest section addresses the question of whether to aggregate or not. It begins with a theoretical subsection illustrating a type of ecological fallacy that can arise when using an aggregated Asian group dissimilarity-index value. Then, after introducing the data used, it addresses the question empirically through five explorations, each comparing an aggregated Asian grouping (along with other ethnic groups, for context) to the disaggregated groups. The final section summarizes and interprets results and implications. Though not the key objective, the paper also describes dissimilarity-index patterns among the four Asian American groups in more historical and geographical detail than exists elsewhere in the literature.

2. The Dissimilarity Index and the Tendency to Aggregate Asians

The dissimilarity index (or D) is the most commonly used index among many indexes within segregation research. D was developed as a measure of urban ethnic segregation since even before Duncan and Duncan’s (1955) seminal paper on segregation indexes more than half a century ago, Duncan and Duncan identified the mathematical relationships between several segregation indexes, showing that while they differed in important ways, several built off of D’s basic calculation. Since that time, many more computationally and geographically sophisticated segregation statistics have been developed by scholars such as Johnston et al. (2001; 2003); Horn (2005); 이성형 (2007), 박윤환 (2011), 최은진 and 김의준 (2011); Harris (2014; 2016; 2017) and Catney (2017). These examples, as well as many others, address how to and which index(es) best measure segregation. However, that important issue is not the central question in the present research. My goal here is not to improve upon the dissimilarity index, but rather to explore an under-appreciated implication of its use. I acknowledge that the index is limited and problematic. Other indexes should supplement D to fully understand segregation. Yet D remains a staple of research on residential segregation. This is in part because its interpretation and calculation are both relatively simple. It is thus the measure most likely to influence non-specialists (policy makers, politicians, the media, etc.). Thus my key concern is one that has not yet received much attention in the literature: the consequences of ethnic aggregation within dissimilarity-index research.

The index measures just one aspect of segregation: evenness/unevenness among ethnic groups in residential distribution. A simple, though not quite technically correct, way to conceive of D is that it builds on a comparison of the percentage of an ethnic group living within smaller, geographically delineated units to the percentage of that same ethnic group living within a larger
When the collective proportions of the group in the region’s small units differ substantially from the overall proportion in the large region, D rises. Segregation is then labeled high. Conversely, when the small units’ proportions differ very little from the larger region’s proportion, then D is low (low segregation). Technically this description is not quite correct. As seen in the equation below, the index actually utilizes the difference between two slightly different proportions: the percentage of members of the ethnic group within the region who reside in a smaller unit (X = members the ethnic group within the region; xᵢ = members of the ethnic group within any particular smaller unit; thus the percentage = xᵢ/X), and the percentage of all non-ethnic group members (or comparison ethnic group members) within the region residing in that same unit (yᵢ/Y). The absolute values of the differences are summed across the region’s units. The resulting value is then multiplied by 50 so that it can be interpreted as a percentage, ranging between zero and 100. Many studies multiply by 0.5, in which case D varies between zero and one. Thus:

$$D = 50 \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{x_i}{X} - \frac{y_i}{Y} \right|$$

The common interpretation is that D is the percentage of minority (X) group members who would need to move to other units within the region in order for that group to become evenly spread among Y-group members.

Most US research using the dissimilarity index focuses on "racial" segregation in urban areas. The Chicago School of urban sociology conceived of cities ecologically, transferring concepts such as competition for resources, community, and segregation from the natural world (Shlay and Balzarini, 2015). The field came to see the metropolitan area as a natural unit of analysis and thus, perhaps, the functional region par excellence. For early-twentieth-century US cities, scholars’ segregation focus applied primarily to the separation of recent European arrivals of new national backgrounds in the US context from longer established white Americans on the one hand, and blacks from whites on the other hand. Over time the newer European ethnicities integrated into white America, but black/white separation persisted. In this milieu, and as social researchers developed tools for measuring segregation quantitatively (Duncan and Duncan, 1955; Peach, 2009), scholars increasingly regarded segregation as a problem rather than a natural, often positive feature of community building (as they had earlier). Thus “race” began to take priority over "nationality" or "ethnicity." After the 1960s researchers gradually incorporated Hispanics and Asians into segregation studies as well, particularly due to their increasing migration following the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act. Segregation was thus seen as something that whites, as the majority, do to non-whites. For a few decades, (especially quantitative) analysts regarded Asians primarily as a racialized Other, subjected to but not fully active participants in processes of segregation. Unsurprisingly, most applications of the dissimilarity index concentrate on three main "racialized" groups—blacks, Hispanics (despite their apparently pan-racial character), and Asians—and compare their distribution to (usually non-Hispanic) whites.

As a result, concern for differences within these broad groups emerged only recently. Logan and Zhang (2013); the related project “Diversity within diversity” (n.d.); and Iceland et al., (2014) are the best examples in relation to Asians. The first two calculate D values for six Asian groups, along with Asians generally, for the 1990, 2000, and 2010 censuses, while the latter explores two segregation indexes (one of which is D) for 1980-2010 across six Asian groups (see also White et al., [2003] who calculated and analyzed 1990/91 D values for five Asian groups in both the USA and Canada). Together these analyses measure D across the various groups both for the USA as a whole as well as in each US metropolitan statistical area. Logan and Zhang’s average D scores for the four Asian groups this paper focuses on are reported in Table 1. The numbers range within what is generally considered to be mid- or mid-to-low levels of unevenness, with Chinese highest and Japanese lowest, Japanese and
Filipino values fell substantially over the 20 years, while the other groups decrease only slightly. It is important to note Logan and Zhang’s input decisions: whites as the Y (comparison)-group, MSAs (Metropolitan Statistical Areas) as the key region scale with census tracts as the unit scale, averages weighted for population, inclusion of those identifying with the groups as part of multiple races in addition to those identifying with single races, and the “Asian” category incorporating every Asian ethnicity. Iceland et al.’s somewhat different choices resulted in slightly different D values and patterns, but the overall dissimilarity levels and ordering of groups were similar.

Ellis et al. (2004) also notably disaggregate Asian groups. They use the dissimilarity index and other measures to address the differential segregation at home and work of foreign-born Chinese, Koreans, and Filipinos (among others) in metropolitan Los Angeles. But most other dissimilarity index research aggregates Asians. This includes reports showing, for example, that: Asian dissimilarity from whites in approximately 20 large metropolitan areas generally hovered between about 45 and 50 in 1980 (Denton and Massey, 1988, 810-13); Asian D in relation to whites in 2000 was about an (unweighted) average 43 in metropolitan areas, with blacks at 59 and Hispanics at 44 (31, 46, and 36 respectively for cities over 25,000 people) (Frey and Myers, 2005, 38, 48); and Asian D values (in relation to whites, over virtually all US metropolitan areas) decreased from approximately 59 in 1980 to about 52 in 1990 and 2000, while rising back to about 58 by 2010 (blacks and Hispanics showed a steadier drop, from about 78 to 64 and 50 to 46, respectively; Intrator et al., 2016, 51). As noted in endnote 5, different input decisions led to different D values.

This tendency to aggregate Asians (and Hispanics, etc.) has only thus very recently and modestly been questioned within US dissimilarity-index research. Moreover, most of the related analysis is practical rather than theoretical. It is based on the simple, though important, idea that aggregation obscures variation among the various Asian groups. However, this is a critique that applies to all aggregation and is not specific to segregation. Mateos has led the way in problematizing aggregation in segregation research (Mateos et al., 2009; Mateos, 2011, Mateos, 2014). His main concern is how differing specific aggregations lead to different conclusions about segregation. In other words, for example, whether Pakistanis, Indians, Vietnamese, and Chinese are aggregated into the same category or different categories affects interpretation of the problem of segregation in aggregated ethnic groupings (Asians, South Asians, East Asians, etc.). However, while this critique is an important step forward, it does not directly address the issue of aggregation versus disaggregation. In order to do so, the present research also draws additional inspiration from another related literature, one that similarly does not quite get to the question of aggregation vs. disaggregation. This is the literature that within geography related to the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem (MAUP), represented best by Openshaw (1983).

Most research relating to the MAUP understandably focuses on areal units. One implication is that dissimilarity-index values are vulnerable to differing areal classifications. The way areal unit boundaries are constituted affects (often modestly, sometimes strongly) the D values obtained. This boundary phenomenon is well known. But work by Wong (2003), Simpson (2007) and Lloyd (2016), among others, add scale as second MAUP dimension to the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Korean</th>
<th>Chinese</th>
<th>Japanese</th>
<th>Filipino</th>
<th>Asian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>50.9</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>46.8</td>
<td>49.8</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>45.7</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>33.6</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Logan and Zhang (2013, 9).
context of segregation. Their ideas helped in formulating the claims about aggregation and disaggregation presented here. Wong, in particular, argues that D values at different nested scales are not just different from one another but hierarchically related such that within the same region (except for in extremely uncommon cases), D values calculated at a higher nested unit scale (such as census tracts) can never exceed D values at a lower nested unit scale (such as census block groups). In in virtually all realistic cases the former will be lower.

But this insight has never to the best of my knowledge been explicitly applied and adapted to ethnic categorization. Mateos et al., (2009) thus correctly claim that the problem of ethnic classification/aggregation is similar to the issue of the MAUP’s geographic categorization. However they emphasize only one aspect of the MAUP—the boundary aspect. Similar problems in both ethnic and spatial categorization exist, they argue, because: a) the boundaries of both are ultimately somewhat arbitrary, and b) different boundaries of both types create different results. But the MAUP also relates to scale. This paper is most explicitly concerned to adapt insights related to scale from the MAUP to ethnic categorization, and specifically to the issue of aggregation vs. disaggregation. It seems to have been forgotten or overlooked that Openshaw built many of his insights about the MAUP from the broader issue of ecological correlation within social science (Openshaw, 1984). Ecological correlation and the related ecological fallacy are most often used to discuss the hazards of applying group-level patterns to individual-level action. But as I argue in Subsection 4.1, the concepts also apply to calculations of the dissimilarity index and other related segregation indices.

3. Four East Asian Ethnic Groups in the United States

I have thus far argued that good philosophical reasons exist for disaggregating Asian groups within dissimilarity-index research. These relate, as alluded to in Section 1, to seeing people in these groups as subjects in addition to objects within residential decision-making. Nevertheless, the existing research, summarized in Section 2, only hints, in either theory or practice, at the extent to which disaggregation is useful. While I build below on hitherto undeveloped insights from work on the MAUP, the dissimilarity index, and aggregation within segregation research, this paper’s goal is not just conceptual but also observational (I here follow the spirit of Openshaw [1984] and Holt et al, [1996], who call for empirical and not just theoretical discussions of problems involving ecological correlation within areal units). Thus Section 4 not only shows why aggregation is theoretically problematic, but also quantitatively explores the results of aggregating Asian groups’ D values that differ from one another. But first, in order to set a context for those distributional differences, this section briefly summarizes the historical geographies of four Asian ethnicities within the United States.

Chinese were the first Asians to go to the United States in large numbers, from the early 1850s to early 1880s. Two key migratory streams went to California and the American West more generally starting in the 1850s for the Gold Rush and railroad construction, and to Hawaii (though not then a state or even US territory) for sugar plantation labor. The 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act closed off most of this migration, however, helping create a racialized, “gatekeeping” regime of US immigration law and cultural attitudes (Lee, 2002). In Hawaii, Japanese laborers quickly replaced the Chinese stream. Many Japanese stayed in Hawaii, but a large cohort eventually moved to California and other western states. This Japanese flow began to be cut off in 1907 with the Gentlemen’s Agreement between the USA and Japan. However, migration of wives and children continued into the early 1920s. The 1924 Immigration Act included an Asian Exclusion Act which virtually eliminated subsequent Japanese immigration (Suzuki, 2002; Daniels, 1992). Filipinos replaced Japenese on Hawaii’s plantations, especially between 1907 and 1929. US colonial control of the Philippines exempted Filipinos from the Asian
Exclusion Act, though culturally they experienced much anti-Asian racism (Hinnershitz, 2013). Migration to Hawaii and eventually other US states and territories (primarily in the West, particularly Alaska and California), slowed greatly with the 1934 Philippine Independence Act. Deportations of some Filipinos commenced in the 1930s (Lee, 2002), but provisions for Filipinos serving in the US Navy and for family members kept 1934-1965 migration a bit higher than from other Asian countries (Roces, 2015). Koreans, for their part, migrated in this early period only in small numbers. This was primarily a few thousand men to Hawaiian plantations in 1900’s first decade, followed a bit later by brides. For most of the four decades until 1965, migration from these four Asian countries essentially stopped, although limited exceptions existed (Patterson, 1988; Min and Kim, 2013). Regionally, most of the pre-1965 migration centered on the American West, particularly Hawaii (per capita) and California (in absolute numbers).

The 1965 US Immigration and Nationality Act changed ethnically and racially discriminatory formulas in place since the 1920s (Holland, 2007). East Asian immigrants arrived in much greater numbers thereafter than they had for decades, US migration from three of these countries rose substantially, though the cultural context was not

substantially more welcoming (Shimpi and Zirkel, 2012). Migrants sought primarily economic and educational opportunities, Koreans showed the sharpest percentage increase, given their very low initial numbers, though their rate of increase has slowed below Chinese and Filipino rates since the 1990s. Many well-educated migrants turned, often by necessity, to small entrepreneurship in large cities (Reimer, 2007). In recent years, many Koreans are migrating for educational opportunities (Logan and Zhang, 2013). Chinese and Filipinos also migrated in large absolute numbers, Philippines migration, primarily male oriented earlier, now heavily involved females, especially in professional occupations such as health care (Tyner, 1999; Roces, 2015). Chinese migrants also included large proportions of professionals (Holland, 2007). Far fewer Japanese came, Most US Japanese today are third, fourth, or even fifth generation Americans, Many Koreans are first or second generation, while the Chinese and Filipinos have more bifurcated (pre-1930 and post-1965 arriving) cohorts.

The distribution of each group has its own peculiarities, but a general Western focus persists today. However, recent immigration patterns also strongly prioritize large cities generally (Roseman, 2002). Figure 1 shows the groups’ relative distribution within the 50 states. The figure uses locational quotients—proportion of state’s population composed of the ethnic group divided by the proportion of the nation’s population composed of that same ethnic group. Distribution of all individuals within these four groups is aggregated as “Asians” and also mapped. Blacks are likewise included for comparison. Unsurprisingly, most have high values in western states, Hawaii has far and away the greatest concentration of Asians; the Japanese locational quotient there is an astoundingly high 62. Low values cluster in the lower Mississippi Valley among a few other (mostly more rural) states. For blacks, the comparison group, the Deep South is relatively high, with low values in northern parts of New England, the Great Plains, and Intermountain West. The 2010 US Census counted, out of 309 million total people, 3.3 million Chinese, 2.6 million Filipinos, 1.4 million Koreans, and 763,000 Japanese.

4. To Aggregate or Disaggregate?

1) A special type of ecological correlation

While the locational quotient is one way to conceive of ethnic distribution, the remainder of this paper uses several empirical explorations based on the dissimilarity index exclusively to assess the utility of aggregating or disaggregating Asian groups. A fundamental problem immediately confronts aggregation, however, but it is one the existing literature has not explicitly identified. This is the mathematical property inherent in the index that an aggregated value is not necessarily—and in practice, extremely seldom—a good representation of the averages of the disaggregated groups. The index does not function as many simpler statistics do when ethnic aggregation is involved. With average income, for example, the aggregated value is the weighted average of the individual groups. If the disaggregated groups are similarly sized, we correctly surmise that some of the disaggregated groups’ averages fall above the aggregated average, while other groups’ averages lie a similar collective distance below that aggregated average. That is not true for the dissimilarity index, however. As such, it can perhaps be considered a special case within ecological correlation (Openshaw, 1984; Vogt, 1993). The term ecological correlation refers to correlations within data gathered at the group level rather than the individual level. For a simple example, home value and net worth are likely highly-correlated variables, The level of correlation (within a county, for instance) could be calculated based on individual-level data or on census tract-level averages, among other possibilities. The principle of ecological correlation shows that the values of the two correlations are unlikely to be identical; it is, rather, an ecological fallacy to expect them to be. Since the D calculation, like correlation, is based on sums of deviations from means, the principle of ecological correlation applies to differently aggregated levels of data collection. This means that
expecting aggregated D values to adequately represent the D values of the disaggregated groups is a type of ecological fallacy.\(^\text{11}\) The problem is perhaps best understood though an example.

Imagine four small counties (regions) identical in three ways (Figure 2): a) each contains four census tracts (units) with 4,000 people in each census tract; b) each of the four Asian groups comprises one percent of the county’s 16,000 total population (160 people); c) all other residents are white. In County A, all the Asians live in one census tract, thus their D values in relation to one another are all zero. In relation to whites, their D values are each 78.1. This unrealistic case—in which all D values between Asian groups are zero—is one of the few ways the aggregated Asian D value can equal the average of the disaggregated Asian D values. The aggregated Asian value can never exceed the average of the disaggregated values, however. In most cases, rather, the aggregated value is substantially lower than the average of the disaggregated values.

County B shows the extreme case—where all D values between Asian groups are 100, since each Asian group resides entirely separate from the others. Each disaggregated group has a D value of 75 in relation to whites, but the aggregated Asian value in relation to whites is zero.

Counties A and B point to the fact that the aggregated D value for Asians complexly incorporates average values of the disaggregated Asian groups as well as the groups’ dissimilarity from each other.\(^\text{12}\) In other words, it is composed of both within- and between-group variation. The more the Asian groups’ residential patterns differ from one another, the larger the gap is between the average D of the disaggregated groups and the aggregated Asian value. County C shows that it is possible for the aggregated D value to exceed one or more of the disaggregated groups’ values—Filipinos in this scenario. But this aggregated value still represents the average of the disaggregated groups poorly—in this case 15.5 vs. 53.9, respectively. Counties A, B, and C posit unlikely scenarios to illustrate how aggregated D values operate. County D represents a more realistic case. Here the aggregated D value is nearly 10 points lower than the average of the disaggregated values: 26.0 vs. 35.0. Thus this example illustrates the larger point: an aggregated Asian D value gives no indication of how well or poorly it is representing the disaggregated Asian groups’ individual values.\(^\text{13}\)

### 2) Empirical evidence

This ecological correlation problem may be dispositive toward the view that in order to understand individual Asian ethnicities’ residential unevenness, disaggregation is necessary. An aggregated Asian D value, quite simply, tells us little about the individual groups’ scores. Nevertheless, additional empirical investigation adds to the picture of how much information is lost or retained through
aggregation. This section undertakes five such explorations; in some of these cases, the aggregated Asian value more closely represents the patterns of the disaggregated groups.

First, though, a note about the data is necessary. In 1970, the U.S. decennial census began separately counting the four Asian groups highlighted here. Data from that census and the four subsequent decennial censuses are used, as made available through the IPUMS National Historical Geographic Information System (Manson et al., 2017). Not all five explorations below used 1970’s and 1980’s information, however. Some problems exist with those particular data, as explained below. This project aims to understand how the dissimilarity index varies across the groups in as many situations as possible. So I employed counties as the main regional scale, Counties produce many more cases than the more-commonly-used metropolitan areas; there are approximately 3,000 in the United States. Census tracts are the primary unit scale; an average tract is approximately 4,000 people. The key ethnic groups are Koreans, Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, plus an aggregated “Asian” group which here consists of those four ethnicities but not other Asian groups. Explorations also include other ethnic groups for comparison, most frequently blacks, in an attempt to determine if empirical “markers” exist that set Asian ethnicity apart from other types of ethnicity.

The total non-ethnic-group population—rather than non-Hispanic whites, as in many studies—is used as the Y-group population. My interest is in Asian groups’ distribution in relation to the rest of the American population rather than to just whites. Problems calculating or interpreting the dissimilarity index inhere in certain cases; eliminated cases thus include zero X- or Y-group populations, single-unit regions, and regions with number of units exceeding X-group population (Voas & Williamson, 2000). I also included only people who claimed single-group ethnicity for X-group calculations. Finally, I did not weight (by population) in order to average across regions, as some research does; I am more interested in how the D values vary across different types of places rather than the average group member’s situation (on the hazards of identifying areal data with individual characteristics, see Openshaw, 1984; on ecological modeling more generally, see Vogt, 2007).

3) Exploration I: Average values and temporal change

The first exploration has the most cases: 78,509. It utilizes all five censuses, the aggregated Asian category and four disaggregated Asian groups, plus four comparison ethnicities. It uses the county-census tract and five other region-unit combinations: state-census tract, nation-census tract, state-county, nation-county, and nation-state; nevertheless, almost 95% of D values came from the county-census tract scale. This analysis simply shows ethnicities’ average-D-value variation by census year (Figure 3). Note, first, the overall average for each group, designated in the legend. As anticipated, the aggregated overall Asian average (32.9) does not represent the disaggregated groups well (40.4 – 48.0). Blacks are often regarded by many studies as the most segregated group in the United States. But while, indeed, blacks have a higher D value than aggregated Asians, this figure shows that their overall average is lower than each disaggregated Asian group. In fact, the, the aggregated Asian average is closer to the American Indian, black, and white averages than to any of the disaggregated Asian groups’ averages.

Among the Asian groups, Chinese values are particularly high over this five-census period. While average Korean, Japanese, and Filipino values are all within 2.5 D points of each other, the Chinese value (48.0) is more than 5 points higher than any of these groups. It is difficult to know exactly why this last value is so high; the following should be considered as merely informed speculation, which may be pursued through further research. Chinese are high among Asian groups for growth rates and foreign-born within the US, while simultaneously having relatively low incomes (Logan and Zhang, 2013). This relatively large cohort of recently-arrived and less-well-off people may lead to stronger concentration in poorer neighborhoods. The institutional presence of Chinatowns in many cities—
an inheritance from the early decades of Chinese migration and a phenomenon lacking as widespread a parallel among other Asian groups—may also pull people toward certain neighborhoods (White et al., 2003), Additionally, the larger number of Chinese compared to other Asian groupings may increase the benefits of ethnic clustering by providing a stronger traditional cultural presence than is available to other groups. The Chinese may also lack as strong drivers that may lead toward greater integration with the larger US population: for Filipinos, language and cultural similarities due to US colonization; long US residence for many Japanese; for Koreans, the strong emphasis on education and tendency to live in relatively wealthier neighborhoods in relation to their own modest income, (Reimer, 2007; Logan and Zhang, 2013).16

1980’s problem is more substantial, however. Its data derive from a 17% sample rather than, like the other years, full counts. Sampling has been found to upwardly bias D values for groups with low ethnic percentages (Ransom, 2000; Napierala and Denton, 2017). Since black and white populations are many times larger than any of the other groups analyzed here, this, as well as substantial real change in those two groups, explains why only their values fell between 1970 and 1980. This sampling phenomenon may also explain why the increase in the (larger) aggregated Asian group was less in 1980 (10.8) than that of any of the (smaller) disaggregated Asian groups (12.5 – 19.7). The smallest groups—Hawaiians17 and the four disaggregated Asian ethnicities show the greatest 1970 – 1980 increase. However, perhaps the most telling comparison is between the American Indian and aggregated Asian categories. As a smaller group than aggregated Asians (Asians had nearly twice the population), American Indians’ average D might have been expected to rise more quickly in 1980 if that group was subject to the same processes as the aggregated Asians, But the Asian score increased more. This likely suggests their influx of recent immigrants then—15 years

Figure 3’s most visibly notable pattern relates to 1980, and possibly 1970, 1970’s and 1980’s data are both incomplete, omitting several, typically smaller, counties. The problem is most acute for 1970. This may push the calculated average 1970 D values up, as smaller counties tend toward lower scores. Nevertheless, analysis the author has reported elsewhere—one that compares these data to data utilizing a common set of counties between 1970 and 2010 (Yorgason, 2019)—suggests that the 1970 impact is likely worth no more than 3 or 4 points.

Figure 3. Dissimilarity Index Values by Ethnicity and Year, 1970–2010, for Nine US Ethnic Categories, Total ethnicity average indicated parenthetically in the legend. Source: US Census.
after the immigration law changed—whether for reasons of
discrimination or proactive attempts to live among the
same ethnicity, meant that Asians retained relatively high
values from 1970 into 1980, before D values dropped in
Asian drop (9.8) does not wildly misrepresent the average
fall among the disaggregated groups (11.3). Of course, the
relatively large Filipino decline over these years (20.2) and
low Japanese decrease (2.6) is obscured by aggregation.
Japanese may have already reached a distributional
plateau by those years, Leading segregation theorists often
emphasize different generations’ varying experiences.
That generational difference may explain the rapid and
continuing fall of Filipino D values and the relative stability
of Japanese scores, But Korean values, which track more
closely with Japanese, especially over the past three
censuses, do not fit this explanation well. The timing of
their migration is more similar to Filipinos (for analysis of
the relationship between country of nativity and
segregation among Asian subgroups, see Iceland et al.,
2011).

4) Exploration II: Region–unit scales and unit
disaggregation

While 1970’s and 1980’s data help us understand change
over time, despite their problematic nature, all subsequent
explorations use only 1990 – 2010 data, a period when D
values shifted only modestly, as those explorations do not
highlight temporal trends. The second exploration draws
on David Wong’s (2003) work on disaggregating nested-
hierarchical geographies. Basically, Wong mathematically
demonstrates that we can calculate the role of each type of
unit’s contribution to regional D values through comparison
of the D values calculated at the different unit scales.
Figure 4 illustrates. Part A shows average D values for all
US counties with census-tracts as the unit scale. It exhibits
close similarity with the overall averages reported in Figure
3, since nearly 95% of all of Figure 3’s cases were at this
county-census tract region-unit scale, Part B gives average
D values with state as the regional scale, Part B’s and A’s
patterns of relative ethnic position differ somewhat. Most
notably, unlike within counties, blacks are distributed
most unevenly within states, Whites also have relatively
higher dissimilarity in states, Hawaiians show the opposite
—relatively high dissimilarity within counties but not
states. The four disaggregated Asian groups’ patterns show
little difference in Parts A & B, however, Here, again, we
see that the aggregated Asian average provides a
misleading representation of the four Asian ethnicities, if
judging by the overall average, though not quite as
severely in Part B as A.

However, a better way to judge aggregation’s impact
within this exploration since we already know aggregation
represents averages poorly is to determine how closely the
percentages contributed by the various unit scales with the
aggregated Asian value match the percentages contributed
among the four disaggregated groups. In other words, the
contribution of counties and census tracts (and states,
when the region scale is nation) can be disaggregated.
These disaggregations, following Wong’s methodology,
are shown in Parts B & C. Based on the values in Part B, for
example, out of Koreans’ total D of 49.3 within states, 61%
is contributed by counties and 39% by census tracts.
According to this test, the aggregated Asian pattern is not
so different from those of the disaggregated groups.
Nevertheless, it falls at the extreme of the groups rather
than in the middle (Asian county/census-tract percentages
within states: 64/36; C: 64/36; J: 57/43; F: 63/37).

With states as regions, only modest differences across
the nine ethnic categories are apparent. But as Part C
shows, the differences are larger with nation as region. For
example, dissimilarity among states (as the unit scale)
overwhelmingly (87%) contributes to Hawaiians’ dissimilarity
across the nation. This is unsurprising; most live in Hawaii
and a few other states. Blacks and whites, on the other
hand, are more evenly distributed across state populations.
But compared to other ethnicities, counties and census
tracts contribute more to their unevenness across the
nation. How does the aggregated Asian category represent
the aggregated Asian groups at this regional scale of
nation? Not badly. Not only is the aggregated Asian
average \((D = 60.1)\) close to the disaggregated Asian groups’ averages \((K: 60.6, C: 65.2, J: 65.5, F: 64.0)\), but the aggregated Asian disaggregated-unit-contribution percentages also fall within the disaggregated groups’ percentages \((A: 74/12/14; K: 59/19/22; C: 67/14/19; J: 81/7/12; F: 81/9/10)\). Of course if we only use aggregation we might never suppose that Korean patterns here in Part C differ substantially from Japanese and Filipino patterns (which are more similar to Hawaiian patterns) and perhaps more nearly resemble black and white patterns. That is, Koreans have proven themselves relatively, compared to the other Asian groups, more willing to distribute themselves across the 50 states. This has perhaps been enabled by their quite small early presence and rapid growth in an era of easier transportation and information exchange, along with their relatively strong focus on educational opportunities, which are broadly distributed across US states.

5) Exploration III: Influence of regional size and ethnic proportion

The final three explorations use only the county-census tract region-unit scale, once again for 1990-2010, so as to compare relatively similar areal units. These data encompass well over 5,000 cases for each ethnic group. The explorations build on awareness within the literature that several factors associate with variation in D values. Given space limitations, only a few variables are explored here. This third exploration looks at two in particular detail. First, dissimilarity-index research has long recognized that larger regions have larger average D values than smaller regions (for example, Simpson, 2007). I use units per region to compare the effect of the region’s size on D scores for the disaggregated and the aggregated Asian groups. Figure 5 indicates that D values generally rise with increasing number of units in the region. This pattern holds across most ethnic groups. But the increase for blacks over the size range is much more rapid than for other ethnicities (almost 35 points). The gain is milder for the aggregated Asians (about 15 points) and American Indians (12 points), which, by-and-large, have similar slopes.

Leaving aside differences in averages, how well does the aggregated Asian group represent the disaggregated Asian ethnicities in terms of shape/slope of the curve? To assess this, I first calculated the difference between each group

---

Figure 4. Average D Values within Three Unit Scales, Disaggregated by Unit Scales, 1990–2010, for Nine US Ethnic Categories, A) County as region scale, with census (T)tract as unit scale; B) State as region scale with (C)ounty and census (T)tract as unit scales; C) Nation as region scale with (S)tate, (C)ounty and census (T)tract as unit scales, Source: US Census.
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and the aggregated Asian group at each size level. Then, by calculating the standard deviation of those values for each group, we can determine the closeness of their slope to the aggregated Asian slope. According to this measure, the aggregated Asian group's slope best represents the Korean slope (st. dev. = 0.6; for comparison, for American Indians the standard deviation is 1.1). However the Asian slope does not represent the other Asian groups as well (Chinese = 3.5, Japanese = 2.0, Filipino = 2.2; for comparison, black = 5.6). This misrepresentation seems systematic for these three groups; the largest problems come in regions with about 6-13 units as well as those with over 125 units. Stated somewhat differently, Chinese and Filipino D values essentially do not rise with increasing

Figure 5. Relationship between D Values and Number of Units per Region, 1990–2010, for Seven US Ethnic Categories at County–Census Tract Region–Unit Scale. Source: US Census.

Figure 6. Relationship between D Values and Proportion of Ethnic Group within the Region, 1990–2010, for Seven US Ethnic Categories at County–Census Tract Region–Unit Scale. Proportion of ethnic group measured as one out of indicated number of people on the x-axis. Source: US Census.
units after more than about 8 units, while Japanese values increase only extremely modestly. Thus the aggregated Asian slope is closer to the slope of another ethnic group (American Indians) than to three of its four constituent ethnicities. Since the aggregated Asian slope also systematically misrepresents those three groups’ slopes, aggregation’s utility here is rather questionable.

A second variable affecting D values is the region’s minority proportion (Johnston et al., 2004) (Figure 6). The overall pattern here is complex, D values generally increase from the lowest minority proportions, peak at one ethnic member per 2,500 and 3,000 people, slowly fall again to their lowest values at about 1 per 400, and then rise a bit thereafter. According to the standard deviation test employed above, the Asian curve more closely resembles another ethnicity (blacks, in this case: 2.4) than any of its four constituent ethnicities. The aggregated Asian curve again most closely matches the Korean curve among the four Asian ethnicities (2.9), followed closely by Filipinos (2.9), Japanese (3.5), and Chinese (3.7). However the misrepresentation through aggregation here is less systematic than for regional size. It is most pronounced at the highest and lowest proportions, and less problematic in the middle ranges. We might conclude that the aggregated Asian values here do not poorly represent the constituent ethnicities’ average slope, but aggregation does obscure differences among the constituent groups: Korean D values are lowest at 1 per about 600 people; Chinese are lowest at about 1 per 400, Japanese and Filipino at about 1 per 200.

6) Exploration IV: Relative influence of explanatory factors according to regression

The next exploration employs the same data as Exploration III. It creates a multiple linear regression model for each ethnic group to account for D. Based on my research reported elsewhere (Yorgason, 2019), dummy independent variables are census year and US state; continuous independent variables include units per region and ethnic proportion (as in Exploration III), as well as total regional population, ethnic regional population, and population per unit. These continuous variables were also grouped into categories of regional size (units and total population) and regional ethnicity (regional ethnicity population and proportion), as well as a category combining all the continuous variables together, Table 2 shows the decrease in adjusted R² values when factors are

| Table 2, Change in Linear Regression Adjusted R² with the Individual Removal of Independent Variables and Variable Categories, 1990–2010, at County–Census Tract Scale, for Six US Ethnic Categories. |
|-----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| Overall Adj. R² | Korean .235 | Chinese .289 | Japanese .269 | Filipino .268 | Asian .226 | Black .400 |
| Year            | .000 | .012 | .002 | .048 | .010 | .029 |
| States          | .074 | .072 | .117 | .049 | .080 | .087 |
| All to continuous variables | .098 | .098 | .060 | .099 | .115 | .205 |
| Regional size   | .055 | .035 | .028 | .050 | .041 | .044 |
| Units           | .046 | .025 | .028 | .028 | .038 | .036 |
| Total population| .013 | .002 | .015 | .015 | .018 | .018 |
| Regional ethnicity | .036 | .035 | .003 | .038 | .028 | .038 |
| Ethnicity population | .005 | .000 | .001 | .001 | .000 | .008 |
| Ethnicity proportion | .009 | .030 | .001 | .026 | .025 | .033 |
| Population/unit | .002 | .026 | .003 | .003 | .000 | .003 |

All models significant at .000 level. All figures in the body of the table indicate the decrease in Adj. R² when categories removed from the models. Source: US Census.
removed individually from the regression equations. This is an approximate, if imperfect, proxy for the importance of each variable in explaining D values.

As shown by the relatively low overall adjusted R\(^2\) values for each ethnic group, much is "unexplained" by the models. The regressions account somewhat better for D variation within counties for blacks than for any Asian group. Nevertheless, a few conclusions regarding aggregation can be drawn. First, the overall adjusted R\(^2\) for aggregated Asians does not fit the disaggregated groups well. Second, however, the aggregated Asian values (as seen through changes to adjusted R\(^2\)) provide adequate averages of the disaggregated Asian groupings across many variables. The aggregated Asian values were not close representations only for ethnicity proportion, population per unit, the all-continuous-variables category, and perhaps year. Third, as with previous explorations, even adequate averages often mask significant variation among Asian groups. Supporting Figure 3, year affects Filipino and Chinese D values much more strongly than Korean or Japanese. Japanese and Filipinos are relatively far apart on states’ effects. The continuous variables together affect Japanese D scores less than those of other groups. Regional size is somewhat more important for Koreans and Filipinos. Regional ethnicity matters little to Japanese results. And Chinese stand out for the importance of population per unit. Most of these effects are not large. Nevertheless, except for the category of all continuous variables, all these differences noted between Asian groups are larger than the differences between the aggregated Asians and blacks. In other words, these regressions may indicate that important differences exist between Asian groups. But aggregation covers up those differences.

7) Exploration V: Influence of geography (states)

The final exploration maps the effect of states on D, based on each state’s B values in Exploration IV’s regressions (Figure 7). The higher the expected D value for the state’s counties after regression, the darker the state appears. Differences can exceed 20 points. The maps illustrate several points. For one thing, state patterns clearly differ between blacks and aggregated Asians. The highest D values for blacks funnel from north to south, with the states surrounding the Great Lakes the wide and the lower Mississippi area the funnel’s narrow section, High values for aggregated Asians, by contrast reside particularly in Appalachia and the Deep South/eastern Southwest. Asians have substantially lower values in the Upper Midwest, while the Deep South is relatively low for blacks. The two groups share relatively low D values in New England and the West, though values for Asians are somewhat lower in the latter.

Additionally, patterns differ more between blacks and aggregated Asians than between aggregated and disaggregated Asians. On this count, aggregation does not mislead. While differences exist by nationality, the aggregated Asian map represents overall patterns well. For example, Hawaii and Nevada (and Colorado and West Coast states, to a lesser extent) have low D values among both aggregated Asians as well as most of the disaggregated groups. The aggregated Asians map also usefully represents high scores among disaggregated groups in the South generally, Northern Appalachia, and the geographic outlier of North Dakota. Nevertheless, aggregation here once again obscures differences among disaggregated Asians. The Japanese, perhaps, have the most unique geographic patterns. Japanese D values in the West, except for Hawaii, interestingly, are even lower than those of other Asian groups. And unlike other Asians, North Dakota is also relatively low for Japanese. On the other hand, Japanese have relatively high D scores in several high-population-concentration states in the Northeast, such as New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. And while Appalachia shows high values for all Asian groups, it does so especially for the Japanese. Other distinctive patterns include: Koreans’ relatively low Midwest and Northeast and high Deep South scores; low Florida values for Japanese and Chinese; and high Alaska scores for Koreans and Filipinos. Overall, however, this
5. Discussion and Conclusion

Please recall, as noted in Section 2, that the dissimilarity index measures only one aspect of segregation: unevenness of ethnic distribution within areal units (“regions” in this paper). The five explorations above produce quantitative results about how aggregation affects our understanding of this unevenness among Asian groups. Nevertheless, evaluation of the impact of aggregating within dissimilarity-index research is necessarily subjective, Table 3 summarizes the explorations. The table notes key tests performed, a subjective evaluation of how closely the aggregation represents the disaggregated groups’ values, whether the tests show closer correspondence of aggregated Asians average to other Asian groups or instead to altogether other ethnicities, and important inter-Asian differences which aggregation cannot capture.

Within Exploration I (Figure 3), the overall aggregated Asian average D value across all the data available over five censuses poorly represents individual Asian groups’ D values; it is closer to three of the four non-Asian groups calculated. Although three of the four disaggregated Asian groups have similar D values, this (or any) aggregation
cannot hint that Chinese values are significantly higher. Additionally, Exploration I’s temporal trend line for the aggregated Asians reveals neither the general stability of Japanese D values across the five censuses nor the strong decrease in the Filipino line; it does adequately fit overall temporal trends among the disaggregated groups, however. Aggregation’s problems are less severe in Exploration II (Figure 4), which calculated the relative amount of dissimilarity contributed by the various unit scales at the three region scales, With the nation as the region scale, in particular, aggregated Asian patterns differed substantially from the non-Asian groups and represented the disaggregated Asian groups quite well. Nevertheless, aggregation obscured the Korean pattern of relatively low state-unit contribution to nation-region dissimilarity.

Exploration III (Figures 5 and 6) charted D values’ variation according to units per region and ethnic proportion. With the former, the aggregated value conformed well to the Korean pattern, but less so to those of other Asian groups, Overall, the curve paralleled the American Indian trend line better than Chinese, Japanese, or Filipino lines. For ethnic proportion, however, the aggregated Asian trend better matched the pattern for blacks than for any of the four individual Asian ethnicities. While aggregation usefully shows a dip in D-values at certain ethnic proportions, one that obtains in all Asian groups, aggregation cannot reveal that the location of this dip differs somewhat among the groups. Nor can it show that, unlike for most other ethnicities, Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino D values essentially do not rise after a certain point with increasing regional size, Exploration IV (Table 3) used regression to compare the relative impact of various independent variables on D values. With some exceptions, the aggregation represented the disaggregated groups closely. Nevertheless, the differences between disaggregated Asian groups is often larger than the difference between aggregated Asians and blacks. Among numerous, though generally small, differences concealed through aggregation, perhaps most significant is the high importance of states for variation in D values among Japanese. Exploration V (Figure 7) confirms this pattern; the Japanese map has relatively more extreme values than the other ethnicities. In fact, among Asian groups the geography of D values seems to differ most between Japanese and Koreans. Nevertheless, the distinction here between Asians ethnicities (including aggregated Asians) and blacks is quite apparent. Thus a clear Asian ethnic marker exists in state patterns. Additionally, the aggregated Asian category fairly represents the combined patterns of the disaggregated groups. Overall then, across the five explorations, the empirical evidence relating to the utility and problems of aggregation in dissimilarity-index research is mixed.
Nonetheless, I recommend disaggregation, wherever possible and practical, for two major reasons. First, aggregation has an inherent problem that cannot be overcome. Unless one also disaggregates, one cannot know which differences between disaggregated groups are being concealed. This is particularly important in residential decisions, where, as argued above, people of Asian ethnicities in the United States likely operate not only as objects but also as active subjects. Asians may at times be acted upon as racialized objects of segregation by other Americans in ways that structure residential options beyond their full control. But they also have agency within this structure, and likely use it in part by valuing ethnic connections. These ties are far more apt to prioritize specific Asian nationality than pan-Asian American identity, I believe. Only disaggregation opens a window onto this agency.

Second, one element of the empirical evidence supersedes the others. This is the fact that, because of the way D is calculated, the most basic aggregated Asian average value creates an ecological correlation problem and in all probability represents disaggregated groups’ D values poorly. This paper illustrates this fact hypothetically and verifies it empirically. This matters more than any of the other evidence because few consumers of dissimilarity-index results ever see more than these simple averages. This article’s additional explorations—though important, I believe—likely only interest specialists in residential demography. Most discussions of D, especially in public policy, only pay attention to basic averages. So when a key conclusion of the simple, aggregated average is that Asians are less segregated than blacks in American society, important nuance is missing. Many might think that is the end of the story. Obscured are that the Asian D value is low partly because the constituent Asian groups’ residential patterns are dissimilar from one another, and also that these constituent groups exhibit individually higher D values than blacks across most counties.

Ideally, dissimilarity-index researchers should both aggregate and disaggregate. For one thing, doing so will illuminate particularities of groups typically discussed jointly—high average Chinese D values, Korean region-unit scale patterns that resemble those of blacks and whites nearly as closely as those of other Asians, or extremely geographically differentiated Japanese values, for example. I have attempted in this paper to relate several of these peculiarities to the different migration histories of the various groups. Nonetheless, since disaggregated analysis of several types has been performed for the first time in this research, it proved more difficult to account for other patterns. Hopefully, this paper provides impetus to look more deeply into these unexplained differences.

Secondly, if done carefully, employing both aggregation and disaggregation can also hint toward whether, how strongly, and at what rate different Asian nationality groups are creating a larger pan-Asian American identity. Using both, additionally, may help elucidate the shifting balance between minority-groups as objects and subjects within residential segregation. Ultimately, incorporating both aggregation and disaggregation in dissimilarity-index research helps us to better understand how category construction affects D values. Too often such values can appear to be straightforward and generally comparable.

All of these objectives, incidentally, are also facilitated through greater balance between using whites and other non-X populations as the Y population in dissimilarity-index research. The present research goes somewhat against convention, by not using whites as the Y-comparison group. While white/non-white segregation continues to be an issue, I believe that the distribution of ethnic groups within the United States will benefit by moving away from the white-centered understanding of segregation that has dominated the historical understanding of the phenomenon.

This paper argues that both geographic (regions and units) and ethnic categorization affect results and require interpretive contextualization. In this aspect, different patterns may be found at higher and lower scales of a nested relationship, as work on ecological correlations has shown. Within dissimilarity-index research the role of ethnic nesting has been overlooked and easily leads to an ecological fallacy in interpreting D values. It is not just an
issue of which ethnicities are included in aggregation, but also the different results that exist at the different scales of the nesting. This article has shown that larger-scale aggregation of ethnic groups not only obscures important differences between the groups, though that fact is important to note. In addition, because of the way D is calculated, aggregation also makes some large- (ethnic-) scale values meaningless when applied to the smaller groups. It is hoped that further research will build on and make appropriate use of these insights with other geographic and ethnic cases.

Notes

1) The focus of this study is on four Asian-American groups and the consequences of aggregation of those groups. Many Asian groups are omitted from this analysis, but could also be dealt with in a similar manner. Likewise, the ideas in this article could be directed toward other broad ethnic/racial groups and their subgroups- in the US context, especially Hispanics, blacks, and American Indians, but even Pacific Islanders and others. This paper’s specific ethnic choices relate to extended-period data availability, the need within dissimilarity-index analysis for groups of a certain minimum size, the broadly comparable size of the different subgroups utilized, researcher interest, and the desire to not overwhelm the narrative (and figures) with too much data. While the author suspects that similar arguments and conclusions would apply to other cases, it is hoped that empirical research (beyond what is pointed to here) will be undertaken to verify and compare the conclusions drawn here.

2) Iceland et al. (2002, 119) concisely identify the five generally accepted aspects of residential segregation: “... evenness involves the differential distribution of the subject population, exposure measures potential contact, concentration refers to the relative amount of physical space occupied, centralization indicates the degree to which a group is located near the center of an ... area, and clustering measures the degree to which minority group members live disproportionately in contiguous areas.”

3) Even the U.S. Census Bureau participated in this racializing process. When it finally began to recognize distinctions between various Asian groups with the 1970 decennial census, it categorized Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans, for example, as races rather than ethnicities (it used the latter for the finer categories of white ancestral heritage). However “race” is a profoundly problematic term, I prefer to use “ethnicity” to refer to key American social groupings, though that term has weaknesses as well. I will use “nationality” or “race” hereafter only when necessary to make my points clearly and will use “ethnicity” otherwise. In the United States context the distinction between the terms is often blurry (Robbin, 1999; Mateos, 2014).

4) It is noteworthy that Duncan and Duncan (1955) already recognized problems of the definition of spatial units (and noted their indebtedness to geographers on this issue, an issue that would be developed later through the work of Openshaw [1984] and others through the Modifiable Areal Unit Problem) within segregation indexes and their interpretation. Yet their paper did not anticipate the issue dealt with here: the problematic construction of ethnic categories.

5) Dissimilarity index values depend heavily on researcher choices- of geographical units, ethnic categories, comparison groups, etc. Thus while general patterns may hold from one study to another with different choices (though not always), precise values should not be strictly compared.

6) The option of identifying with multiple races rather than just a single race was available to U.S. Census respondents starting in 2000.

7) See also Brown and Chung (2006) for a different use of the locational quotient within segregation research.

8) These figures omit those claiming multiple-race identity: including them adds 21% to Chinese and Korean counts, 31% to Filipino, and 71% to Japanese. The differences between groups likely stem from much longer average residence among Japanese ancestry as well as, perhaps, easier linguistic and inter-marriage assimilation for Filipinos.

9) Perhaps this lack of recognition is partly due to the fact that the dissimilarity index is mathematically size-invariant. In other words, increasing the minority numbers within regions and units by any particular multiplier will not change results. Results reported by Logan and Zhang (2013) and by Iceland et al. (2014) accord with the ideas presented in this section, though neither paper conceptually explains the issue. Logan and Zhang make two assumptions about the conditions under which a pan-ethnic Asian category would be helpful. First, they correctly posit, Asian nationalities would have low dissimilarity values in relation to each other. They secondly assume that a useful pan-ethnic Asian category would have a D value around which the constituent Asian ethnicities’ D values vary. As explained here, this second
condition is technically possible, but extremely unlikely in practice, since it requires fully even distributions among the Asian groups. Thus their argument points in the right direction but does not fully explain why the aggregated value is never likely to be a useful representation of the disaggregated values.

10) It is not exactly the same issue that Peach (2009) identifies with the multigroup entropy index, whose measures of diversity can be manipulated higher or lower depending on whether one aggregates. It is perhaps closer to the set of problems identified by Holt et al. (1990) and by Wong (2003), though their analyses (rather differently) target spatial aggregation rather than the ethnic aggregation focused on here. But similar principles apply in that aggregation affects the index's outcome.

11) This may apply more broadly, since several segregation indices, like D, use some form of deviations from means, summed over areal units (for descriptions of major indices, see Iceland, et al., 2002). For example, like the dissimilarity index, the Gini coefficient measures unevenness within areal units, and ranges between zero and one for low-to-high levels of unevenness. For the hypothetical example in Figure 2D below, it returns values of 41.0, 37.9, 44.2, and 33.1 for Koreans, Chinese, Japanese, and Filipinos, respectively. But its aggregated Asian value is a not-very-representative 32.1,

12) Significantly, Iceland et al. (2014) found that disaggregated Asian groups' dissimilarity from one another within US metropolitan areas is virtually as high as from whites.

13) A high aggregated value does tell us more than a low one in one way, however. The former implies that the average of the disaggregated values is very likely somewhat higher (and cannot be lower).

14) Analysis does not include Hispanics, or any of that broad category's subgroups, despite their conventional inclusion in cross-ethnic segregation analysis. Part of that decision stemmed from wanting to compare Asians to other "smaller" ethnic categories such as American Indians and Hawaiians/Polynesians. Part relates to the problematic way Hispanics are regarded within American society and the US Census: a single ethnicity that consists of multiple races and even more nationality backgrounds. Rather, analysis focused on ethnic categories the US Census identifies as separate "races" (despite the problematic nature of that term). Nevertheless, including Hispanics in an analysis such as this should be fruitful for future research.

15) The aggregate average also is typically lower for aggregated Hispanics than for individual Hispanic groups, according to the calculations of Iceland et al. (2014). They found, for example, that in 2010, the average aggregated Hispanic D value in relation to non-Hispanic whites as the Y-group (under somewhat different data decisions than the present study) was 49.4. All the individual Hispanic groups had higher values: Mexicans 50.3, Puerto Ricans 51.9, Cubans 59.7, Salvadorans 65.4, and Dominicans 72.4 (a similar pattern also obtained for Hispanics with the other years and Y-groups they calculated).

16) This project's different inputs likely led to the relatively high Japanese values here compared to Logan and Zhang's (2013) analysis (Table 1). This may relate partly to higher multiple-ethnicity identity among Japanese than other Asian groups. Japanese might also have relatively different metropolitan and non-metropolitan dissimilarity profiles compared to others (Logan and Zhang included those reporting multiple ethnicity in 2000 and 2010 and focused exclusively on metropolitan areas). The fact that Logan and Zhang weighted averages by MSA ethnic population may also reduce scores. Japanese Americans are unusually concentrated a few areas, including some with quite low Japanese D values. These include Orange County, California; Santa Clara County, California; King County, Washington; and San Diego County, California. Interestingly, however, their two highest population counties—Honolulu County, Hawaii, and Los Angeles County, California—are not particularly low.

17) This label is an abbreviation for Hawaiians and other Polynesians.

18) A rough estimation that extrapolates from the comparison groups is that approximately 12 D-points of the 1980 increase among the four disaggregated nationalities is due to the sampling issue (perhaps a bit less for aggregated Asians). If accurate, only Japanese showed a more-than-modest or negligible increase in real unevenness in 1980.

19) Black and American Indian curves result from relatively few observations at lower proportions—since categories were based on Asian groups' distributions—and may not be fully reliable in that range.

20) The reason that Korean values are closest and Chinese values are farthest from Asian patterns according to this standard-deviation test for both regional size and ethnic percentage are unclear to the author and would require further research to explain.

21) Since the continuous variables' effects on D were non-linear, SPSS curve transformations created more approximately linear relationships. Each transformation (for each variable-ethnicity pairing) was done separately. Readers may contact the author for additional details on regression procedures and results.
22) The causes of the extreme Japanese effects (high for states, and low for the continuous variables), as well as other major differences between Asian groups in this table, are unclear and deserve further study. One might hypothesize that they relate to the relatively long tenure of Japanese in the USA as well as, perhaps their strong western concentration, but the mechanisms mediating from these factors and these effects are far from clear.
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